January 27 th , 2017 3pm-5pm
Guidelines for Chili C hefs:











All chili chefs planning to provide chili for judging will need to register by midnight on
1/24/2018. Registration can be done in person, online or over the phone. Limited to the
first 14 chefs.
All chili chefs should arrive at the community center between 1:30 and 2:30pm .
All chili chefs are required to provide a minimum of one standard size crockpot of chili and
serving spoon for competition.
The park district will provide a table for every 2 chefs. (8 foot wooden table divided evenly
among the 2 chefs, essentially a 4 foot space).
Chefs can decorate their table space to add to their presentation. Chefs can also add
garnishments to finished chili samples.
This competition is meant for amateur chefs and recipes ; please do not endorse any
organization or business as a competitor.
Please clearly indicate if your chili is sweet, mild, or spicy so that participants can decide if
they are interested.
The park district will provide traditio nal chili sides, napkins, cups and spoons for the taste
testers.
The chef that gets the most votes for crowd favorite chili will win the “Cheesy Chili Trophy”.
Taste Testers can submit their ballots until 4: 30pm (each cup of chili comes with a ballo t).

Voting:





Each cup will come with a ballot to vote on each competitio n category.
Taste testers can buy as many cups as they would like.
Volunteers each get 3 cups/ ballo ts and can purchase any beyond that.
Each cup is $1 and 100% of the proceeds go to the “ Bellbrook-Sugarcreek Family Resource
Center”.

Competition: In addition to the top overall “Cheesy Chili Trophy” we will also have some fun
awards for participating.





“The Sprinter” award – The chili chef who runs out of chili the fastest.
“The Ice Breaker” award – The chili chef that goes out of their way to get noticed.
“Meet My Parents” award – The chili chef that should be a personal chef. “Wow that’s so
good! Please come make my family dinner to night and every night” .
“Secret’s Safe With M e” award – What is that flavor?! Interesting unknown flavor that had
everyone talking and wondering, but just like a magician a good chef never tells their
secrets.

